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APPLICATIONS OF DISTRIBUTED SYSTD4 CONCEPTS
TO DYNAMIC ANALYSIS AND CONTROL OF BENDING VIBRATIONS
By David R. Vaughan
Missile and Space Systems Division
Douglas Aircraft Company, Inc.
SUMMARY
As an alternate to the normal-mode approach to dynamics and controls
analysis of flexible aerospace vehicles, bending vibrations are studied in
terms of the distributed parameter concepts of propagation and reflection.
0nly thin uniform beams and cascades of them are studied. The results provide
preliminary insight into bending vibrations for the design of controls for
flexible vehicles.
Transverse vibrations are approached by an analogy developed between
propagation and reflection in the Bernoulli-Euler and wave equations. Thus,
longitudinal-traveling-wave solutions for beams are treated before transverse
vibrations.
Solution of the Bernoulli-Euler e___tion for transverse bending of a
--¢TS --1/_S
th_n semi-infinite beam shows that e cos _ and e sin _ are propa-
gation operators, and the input (characteristic) admittance contains the
operators _s (fractional derivative) and 1/_rss (fractional integral).
The Bernoulli-Euler equation for the transverse bending vibration of a
thin uniform free-free beam is solved in terms of these propagation and char-
acteristic-impedance operators. It is shown that a matrix transformation
(U = W-1y) carries the local state vector Y to a vector of characteristic
variables (U) and permits factorization of the solution into propagation-
and end-effects matrices. This matrix factorization is shown to have the same
structure as that for the solution of the wave equation.
For beams with terminal dampers or controls, which can be represented as
terminal-impedance matrices, the end-effects metrices are derived from those
for the free-free beam by simple matrix algebra. The matrix relation between
the incident and reflected characteristic variables (U) is treated as a
generalization of the reflection coefficient for electrical transmission lines.
In particular, this reflection matrix is shown to be identically zero, when
the terminal- and the characteristlc-impedance matrices are equal.
Several special terminal-impedance matrices are considered, and response
to commands and load disturbances is studied in the time domain, by analog
simulation, and i_ the frequency domain. An attempt to correlate the behavior
of these systems with their reflection matrices was only partially successful.
The matrix describing reflection and refraction of the characteristic variables
at the interface of two cascaded uniform beams is developed and shown to con-
tain only real elements.
i ml
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/INTRODUCTION
The research reported herein was motivated by the feedback-control problem
in flexible launch vehicles. As launch vehicles become larger, the ratio of
the first bending frequency to the desired control frequency decreases. This
frequency propinquity makes design of feedback controls much more difficult
than it is when the bending and desired control frequencies are widely sepa-
rated.
l_jnamics and controls analysis of bending vibration in flexible vehicles
has generally been in terms of the natural modes (refs 1 and 2). This report
puts forth an alternate, funds_mentally different approach based on propagation
and transmission concepts. Although the present work is restricted to thin
uniform beams arid cascades of them, it affords a preliminary understanding of
the dynamics and control of bending vibration in complex structures. Simpli-
fied examples are treated that should ultimately provide new insight into the
intrinsic nature of bending vibration and its control.
Stress under impact conditions has been analyzed in terms of propagation.
Vigness {ref 3) uses the theory of transverse wave propagation governed by the
Bernoulli-Euler equation and points out that its solution for an infinitely
long beam was developed by Boussinesq (ref 4). Traveling waves governed by
the Timoshenko differential equation have also been used to study transverse
impact effects (refs 5 and 6).
Although propagation concepts have been applied to transverse-beam-impact
analysis, the analysis of vibration absorbers has been almost exclusively in
terms of the natul'al modes of vibration (refs 7, 8, and 9). An exception is
the field of acoustics. Klyukin (ref lO) and Klyukin and Sergeev (ref ll)
have investigated the transmission and reflection of incident flexural waves
by antivibration resonance syst_ns. Their work is restricted to steady-state
harmonic vibration, which is useful for acoustics studies, but not for tran-
sient analysis. \
The central problem treated in the present work is twofold: (i) achieving
a desired motion of a flexible structure rapidly and with minimum vibration or
ringing, and (2) minimizing excursions from the desired motion caused by unpre-
dictable loads. The problem is approached through an analogy to propagation
and reflection of both flexural and longitudinal waves. The input-impedance
matrlx for transverse vibration of a semi-infinite beam is found to contain
the operators _s and 1/_s. This leads to the investigation of the effec-
tiveneF_ of these operators in tho terminal-impedance matrices of vibration
damper_ or active controls. The concept of a reflection matrix_which is a
generalization of the reflection coefficient of electrical-transmission-line
th_ory,\is introduced and related to the terminal-impedance matrix.
Several different terminal-impedance matrices are consideredin detail.
For these cases, responses to commands and load disturbances are studied in
the time d_nain by analog simulation, and in the frequency domain. An attempt
to correlate the behavior of these systems with their reflection matrices is
only partially successful.
S
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Considerable attention is devoted to the longitudinal-traveling-wave
solution for beams, because its treatment is so closely analogous to that of
flexural wave propagation.
SYMBOLS
2
A cross-section area of beam, in. Also, parameter matrix for
wave equation in state-vector form dy/dx = Ay, 2x2 for
Bernoulli-Euler state-vector equation dY/dx = AY, 4x4
a _ 2
_A ' in./sec
B matrix that carries P to P* by the relation P* = BPB -1,
4xh
C(Ts) e cos T_s
c propagation velocity of longitudinal waves, in./sec
E Young's modulus of elasticity, ib/in_
Fn generalized force applied to nth transverse-bending mode, ib
F external longitudinal force, Ib
f (M,Q)T, 2xl
f(x,t) intensity of distributed external longitudinal loading, ib/in.
G_,% gains of terminal-impedance matrices [see eqs (102a and 102b)]
4
I area moment of inertia of beam cross-section, in.
J interface matrix [see eq (124), 4x4]
JiJ matrix elements of partitioned J, 2x2
j jly
K.y,K_ gains of terminal-lmpedance matrices [see eqs (102a and 102b)]
k21 / EIIIp2A2
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/L left-side longitudinal end-effects matrix for beam terminated
in z . Also,, left-side lateral end-effects matrix for
a
beam with terminal Z at face a, 4x4
a
Lij matrix elements of partitioned L, 2x2
L° left-side longitudinal end-effects matrix for free-free beam,
2x2. Also, left-side lateral end-effects matrix for free-
free beam, _x4
length of finite beam, in.
_iJ elements of L
M external moment, in.-ib
th
M n modal mass
n
m mass of beam, lb-sec2/in.
P diagonal matrix of eigenvalues of A for wave eauation, 2x2,
and for Bernoulli-Euler equation, 4x4
P* matrix of real variables, dis_onal in the 2x2-_artitioned
sense, derived from P by the relation P* = BPB -1, 4x4
th
Qn(t) generalized force applied to n longitudinal mode
Q external transverse force, Ib
Q'(x) intensity of distributed external transverse loading, ib/in. \
th
qn n normal coordinate
R right-side longitudinal end-effects matrix for beam terminated
in Zb, 2x2. Also, right-side lateral end-effects matrix
for beam with terminal impedance Zb at face b, hxh.
Rij matrix elements of partitioned R, 2x2
R° right-side longitud_nal end-effects matrix for free-free beam,
2x2. Also, right-side lateral end-effects matrix for free-
" free beam, 4x_
rij elements of R
-TrOTs
S(Ts) e sin T_
5
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-i
s Laplace transform operator, sec
\
T £2/(2a), sec
T transmission matrix for longitudinal beam vibration with conven-
rlr2 tion Yrl = Trlr2 Yr2 , 2x2
T* Bernoulli-Euler transmission matrix for thin-beam transverse
rlr2 bending with the convention Yrl = _ir2 Yr2 , 4x4
T(x) time for longitudinal wave to travel from x = 0 to station
x, sec. Also x2/(2a), sec
t time, sec
U vector of characteristic variables, 4xl
u longitudinal beam displacement, in.
- +
u ,u characteristic variables for transverse bending vibration
v longitudinal velocity of beam, in./sec
- +
v ,v characteristic variables for transverse bending vibration
W matrix of eigenvectors of A for wave equation, 2x2, and
for Bernoulli-Euler equation, 4x4
W* WB "I, 4x4
x location coordinate along beam, in.
2xl
x location coordinate of station r
r
Y beam lateral state vector = (9, e, M, Q)T
Y longitudinal input admittance for station a, in./(ib-sec).aa
Also, lateral-input-ad_mittance matrix for station a, 2x2
Yba longitudinal transfer admittance (vb = YbaFa),In./(ib-sec).
Also, lateral-transfer-admittance matrix with convention
xb = Ybafa
6
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/Y characteristic admittance for longitudinal beam waves
o in./(ib-sec). Also, characteristic a_ittance matrix
for thin beam bending, 2x2
Yoa characteristic-admittance matrix for face a, 2x2
Yob characteristic-admittance matrix for face b, 2x2
y beam longitudinal state vector = (v,F)T, 2xl. Also, transverse
beam displacement, in.
transverse beam velocity, in./sec
YiJ elements of admittance matrix for thin-beambending [see
eq (94)]
Z terminal-impedance matrix at face a, 2x2
a
Zb terminal-impedance matrix at face b, 2x2
Z characteristic impedance for longitudinal beam waves, ib-sec/in.
o Also, characteristic-impedance matrix for thin-beam bending, "
2x2
Z characteristic-impedance matrix for face a, 2x2
oa
Zob characteristic-impedance matrix for face b, 2x2
z vector of characteristic variables = (z-,z+)T
\
z terminal impedance at face a, ib-sec/in.
a
zb terminal impedance at face b, Ib-sec/in.
+ -
z ,z characteristic variables for longitudinal wave transmission
o
ab,gb,Vb,6b changes in elements of R22 resulting from Zb
z (v$.À2xl
¢- (u',v') T, 2xl
e angular rotation of beam, rad
angular velocity of beam, rad/sec
7
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2
p density of beam material, ib-sec /in.
Aab,Aba propagation matrices, 2x2 [see eqs (98a and 95b)]
_n(X) nth normal-mode function
%(x) d_(x)/ax, in. 1
th
_n n modal frequency, rad/sec
Subscripts:
n normal-mode number, integer
r denotes value of subscripted quantity at specially designated
station, such as a or b, lower-case letter
a de._otes value of subscripted quantity at face a of beam
b denotes value of subscripted quantity at face b of beam
Superscripts:
T denotes transpose of superscripted matrix
* denotes external command or disturbance of superscripted
quantity
Operations:
-1( ) denotes inverse Laplace transform of quantity operated upon
(') denotes d( )/dt
( )' denotes d( )/dt
Matrices in block diagrams:
ax+by cx+dy x , y
cx+dy cx+dy
x y ax+by cx+dy
1966010848-019
LONGITUDINAL VIBRATION IN BEAMS
The Wave Equation
General_ background.- Longitudinal vibration of a uniform continuous beam,
characterized by a linear elastic field with distributed mass, is governed by
the wave equation (ref 12). With sign conventions as shown in figure i, if a
Figure l.--Longitudinal forces and d_splacements for a uniform
beam and micro-element.
beam is of length _, cross-sectional area A, mass per unit volume 0, and
modulus of elasticity E, the displacement u of any cross-section in the
direction of the location coordinate x is governed by the wave equation: \
32u 2 32u
---- c --- (I)
_t2 _x2
The wave velocity c is determined from the local properties E and O: o
c = _- (2)
Equation (I) is the classical wave equation found in nearly all treatments
of partial differential equations. It governs the dynamics of such diverse
wave phenomena as water haxmer (ref 13), lossless electrical transmission lines
(ref 14), and torsional vibration of rods (refs 1 and 12). Although all con-
tinuous physical systems have int,,_nal dissipation and, thus, c_mot obey the
9
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wave equation exactly, many systems have such small energy losses that solutions
of equation (1) are quite useful in engineering analysis. Moreover, many
features of this solutinn are retained for lossy systems, such as electrical
transmission lines with distributed series resistance and shunt conductance.
Normal-mode solution.- In addition to the traveling-wave solution,
equation (1) can be solved in terms of its natural modes of vibration (refs 1
and 12). If the beam of figure 1 is free at both ends, the natural frequencies
are
n_ __ (3)
n £ p
The normal functions or mode shapes are
nrx (h)
 n(X)= cos-y-
The total dlsplacmnent u(x,t) is given by the sum of the mode displacements:
@D
u(x,t) = [ Cn(X) qn(t) (5)
n=O
where qn(t) are the normal coordinates.
For forced motion, the normal coordinates are governed by the transfer
function
qn(S ) = 1 Qn(S ) (6)
M s2 + M 2
n n n
th
where M is the n modal mass.
n
The generalized force Qn is
Qn(t) = _ f(x,t) ¢n(X) dx + [ Fr(t) Cn(Xr) (7)
0 r
where f(x,t) is the intensity of the distributed external longitudinal
loading, and Fr are the concentrated forces applied at stations r.
The normal-mode station is detai±ea rarui,_, i_ references I and 12. This
diversion into the normal-mode solution of the wave equation serves to show
that transfer functions derived from modal considerations consist entirely of
polynomials in the Laplace operator s, as shown in equation (6). _us,
I0
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/rational algebraic functions of s (e.g., ratios of two polynomials in s)
are derived from a continuous system or a partial-di_ferential-eq';ation problem
formulation. This is most attractive for dynamic analysis and control, and is
a ._laJoradvantage of the normal-mode-type solution to the wave equation. This
series solution exhibits the system poles most clearly; the most significant
(i.e., low-frequency) poles are retained simply by dropping the hi_l,er modes
from equation (5). Rational algebraic transfer functions can also be _enerated
by replacing the continuous beam with an approximate lumped-sprin_-mass model.
The, n, natural frequencies of such a model will not, in general, be exactly
equal to the first, n, natural frequencies of the continu us beam. For com-
plicated nonuniform structures, lumped-spring-mass models are presently the only
practical means to establish transfer functions.
Semi-Infinite Beam
The traveling-wave solution is considerably simpler for a semi-infinite
than for a finite beam. Moreover, it affords considerable insight _nto the
fundamental nature of propagation.
FDr a semi-lnfinite beam (right end ex_cnd!ng to x = _,o), the boundary
condition at x = ® is
u(®,t) = 0 (8a)
If an arbitra_.y longitudinal force F is applied to the left enda
(station a) of the beam, the second boundary condition is
Su(O,t) Fa(t)
= - -- (8b)Bx EA
For simplicity, the beam is assumed to have ne stored kinetic or elastic
energy, i.e., the initial conditions are
_t
u(x,o)= o (gb)
Laplace transforming equation (I) with respect to t, and denoting the
transform of u(x,t) by u(x,s), results in the following ordinary differ-
ential equation:
2 d2u(xls)s2u(x,s)= c (io)
dx2
II
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Vb]Y ,]O: (35b)
Figure 4 shows the relations of equations (34) and (35a and b) in block
diagram form;
o r °
_12 21
v b _
°I °I l I£ii £22
+ +
Fa _ Yo _ _ Vb
@ r °
_21 12
Figure 4.- Propagation and end-effects relations for longitudinal
vibration of a free-free beam.
the overall relation is an admittance relation. This input-output choice at
the boundaries determines the end-effects matrices L° and R°. Different
end-effects matrices can be derived for different boundary conditions. The
propagation relations described by equation (34) are not affected by boundary
conditions; the propagation time, T, is of course proportional to the beam
length, £. The end-effects matrices are a function only of the local pro-
perties and the cross-section geometry and, hence, independent of £. -
The sequence of events following the application of unit impulse in Fa
can be readily derived from the block diagram (fig h). First, the velocity v a
responds instantaneously in an impulse of magnitude Y . After T sec, ano
of z+ emerges from the a-to-b delay simultaneously with an impulseimpulse
U
+
vb of magnitude 2Yo. Because zb = zb, an impulse z; emerges from the
b-to-a delay after 2T sec simultaneously with an impulse v of magnitudea
The general pattern of behavior is now established: the impulse2Yo •
19
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The general solution of equation (I0) is
u(x,s) = cle-sX/c + c2e+sx/c (II)
The semi-infinite-beam boundary condition (eq 8a) requires that the coef-
ficient c2 be zero. The remaining coefficient cI can then be evaluated
from the second boundary condition (eq 8b). The solution of equation (ii)
becomes
-T(x)s
u(x,s)- [i_y e ]F (s) (12a)
S O a
where
Y0 - i ; T(x) - x/c (12b)
This report attempts to deal with impedances and admittances _lerever
possible. Therefore, the longitudinal velocity v(x,t) is introduced:
v(x,t) -_u,x,t,(_ (13)3t
Because su(x,s) = v(x,s), equation (12a), rewritten in terms of longi-
tudinal velocity, becomes
v(x,s) = [Y0 e-T(x)s] Fa(S) (lh)
-Ts -Ts
Propagation operator e .- The operator e is the propagation oper-
ator for longitudinal wave transmission. It is the pure-delay operator, as
evident from the transform pair
f(t - T)  _e-TSF(s)
Thus, T(x) is the time required for the wave to travel at a constant
velocity c from station a to any station x. If a unit step is applied at
st-tion a, the velocity at station x will Jump to the value YO' T(x) sec
later, as shown in figure 2a. If a sinusoidal force is applied at station a,
the steady-state frequency response is
v(x,J_) = Yoe-JmT(x)
Fa(J" ) (15)
12
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/The polar, or Nyquist plot of the right side of equation (15) is a circle,
as shown in figure 2b.
2.0
Input
1.0
Output 0.0 f _
T -1.0 -
time t
-2.0
-i.0 0.0 1.0 2.0
(a) Step response (b) Polar-frequency plot
Q _T=0,2_,h_,...
[] _T=_,3_,5_,...
-Ts
Figure 2.--The wave-equation propagation operator e .
The amplitude r_io is, _here_re 9 independent of frequency. _e phase lag is
_T(x) rad and increases without limit for hi_ frequencies.
_aracteristic i_edence Zn.-If equ_ion (lh)is specialized to x = 0,
the input admittance (Yaa) of the semi-infinite beam is Y0' _d the velocity
v is simply
a
Va = Y0 Fa (16)
The quantity Y0 is called the characteristic admittance of the beam.
Note particularly that, although the transfer admittance [Yxa(S)] between
stations x and a is a function of s and, therefore has a phase lag, the
characteristic impedance YO1 is independent of s. The reciprocal of YO
is called the characteristic impedance of the beam. It will be symbolized by
Z0 . Thus,
z0 - A (17)
IS
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bLongitudinal Vibration of a Free-Free Beam
Factored solution.- Although the traveling-wave solution for longitudinal
compression waves in thin uniform beams is well-known (ref 15), the solution
is derived here by a method that directly separates the processes of propa-
gation within the beam from the process of reflection at the boundary. The
method, which follows closely a treatment of wavelike transmitters by Paynter
(ref 16), is developed in detail for subsequent use as a model for generalizing
to the transverse-bending problem.
For a uniform thin beam of length, £, which obeys the wave equation and
has the initial conditions assumed in equations (9a and 9b), application of
the Laplace transform with respect to t yields the same ordinary differtial
equation as that for the semi-infinite beam. The energy state of the beam is
determined by the longitudinal velocity v(x,t) and the axial compression
force F(x,t). Thus, a state vector y can be defined as
v(x,t)I
y(x,t) = (18)
F ]
The transform y(x,s) of y(x,t) is related to u(x,s) by the following:
P "sl-r ]
I-' dx J
Equation (19) is used to write the transformed wave equation (eq i0) in .m
the canonical form,
A
i x,sl10_q  x,sTx =
Equation (20) can be written compactly &s
__Z=Ay (21)dx
14
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!where A is the 2x2 matrix on the right side of equation (20). Equation (21)
is the canonical form for the state-variable formulation currently so popular
in the theory of automatic control (ref 17). Note that the independent variable
in the present case is the spacial variable x; and the components of y are
Laplace transforms of the physical variables.
The ei_envalues of _l and _2 of the matrix A are
xI = s/c;x2 = -s/e (22)
The theory for diagonalization of matrices with distinct eigenvalues (ref
18) permits matrix A to be written in the factored form A = _PW -1 where P
is a diagonal matrix of eigenvalues, and W is a matrix formed by the use of
the corresponding eigenvectors as columns. If we choose P as
then the following W and W-I satisfy the requirements: _
_l' 1
; w
-Z Z
o o o
where Z0 and Y0 are the char _cteristic impedance and characteristic admit- \
tance defined in equations (12a and 17). If a new state vector z is chosen,
so that
y = wz (25)
then z satisfies the matrix differential equation
d__z= Pz (26)dx
The solution of equation (26) can be written in terms of the matrix ex-
ponential (ref 18) as
Zb(S) = e£P z (s) (27)a
15
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where z and zb are the values of z at stations a and b. For the
a £p
' matrix P in equation (23), the matrix e is
[T'I1
e 0
£P (28)e -- -T0 e
Because y = Wz, [eq (25)] the relation between Yb and Ya is deter-
mined from equation (27) as
£P
Yb = [W e w-l] Ya (29)
Transmission matrix.- The matrix product We £P W-I will be called the
transmission matrix Tba. If the matrix product is formed, the relation
Yb = Tba Ya becomes
Tba
A
r
b(s)J [-Z0 sinh Ts I cosh Ts J_a(S
(30)
The use of transmission matrices for both lumped and distributed systems
is treated in references lh, 15, and 16. The transmission matrix is particu-
larly useful in the analysis of cascade systems, because it is simply the
matrix product of the constituent matrices; e.g., if Yb = Tba Ya and
Yc = Tcb Yb then Yc = Tcb Tba Ya" If the transmission matrix Tab is defined
so that Ya = Tab Yb it is then equal to T_. Thus,
Tab
• A
[vasiio hTsosinhrlslFa(s)J pO sinh Ts Cosh T L  c.)J (_
Hence, matrices Tab and _ba are identical except for sign differences.
This is a consequence of the symmetry of the beam.
16
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/Transfer matrices.- Althou_h the transmission matrix form, which relates
the variables Va, Fa to Vb, Fb, is useful, other arrangements of the vari-
ables lead more directly to transfer functions that are input-output relations.
Of these, the admittance matrix form is the most suitable for treating forced
response:
-V - _osh Ts -i F
a a
= i (32)
Z sinh Ts
o
vb 1 -cosh Ts Fb
-- -- m m - --
This corresponds to the free-free boundary condition. The natural fre-
quencies for this condition are given by sinh Ts = O, which yields the free-
free-beam frequencies, _T = 0, _, 2_, etc. The system zeroes of the four
admittance operators are different. The transfer admittances Yab _ Va/Fb and
Yba _ Vb/Fa have no zeroes. The input admittances Yaa = Va/Fa and
Ybb = Vb/Fb have zeroes determined by the equation cosh Ts = 0, i.e.,
= _/2, 3_/2, 5_/2, etc. Thus, the pole-zero pattern for Yaa or Ybb is a
set of alterating poles and zeroes along the J_ axis, as shown in figure 3a. -
The fre_:ency response of the admittance operators is found by substituting
s For example,
v
a cos _T
Yaa (j_) = Fa(Jm) = J_o sin T_ (33)
Figure 3b shows the gain and phase of Yaa(J_). Other transfer matrix \
forms are useful for different boundary conditions, e.g., the impedance matrix
form, when the velocities va and vb are inputs.
Separation of propagation and reflection.- The transmission and transfer
matrix forms, although computationally useful, do not emphasize the significance
of the propagation and characteristic-impedance operators that are of prime
importance for semi-infinite-beam dynamics.
Actually, equation (29) holds the key to a separation of the propagation
and reflection processes. The thin-beam transmission matrix Tab could have
been derived more directly were it not desired to derive eauation (29) and the
relations preceeding it as a by-product. Note that equation (27) is a trans-
mission matrix for the new state vector z, because it relates the state
- +
vectors at b and a. Elements of z will be denoted by z and z and
will be called the characteristic variables for the wave equation. The trans-
mission matrix form of equation (27) can be converted into a transfer matrix
-Ts +
form involving only the pure-delay operator e . In terms of z and z-,
17
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\J_T /--Gain Phase -_
x 2_ 4.0 # - 90
I o
o Ts Plane I
I I o 3.0 L L 45
T" " ill /i (D (D
• 2.0! 0 _ _aT _ _
x, 1.0 -h5
° \/ \I \
-90
x -2_ _ 2_ _T|
(a) Pole-zero pattern (b) Frequency response
Figure 3.- L_ngitudinal input admittance Y (s)
aa
this relation is
, [-Ts 1z-" e 0 zba I
=j i
. I ( 3_i. )
i
a _ . a
+
The reason for the superscripts + and - is now evident: the z and
z- variables are propagated in the +x and -x direction, respectively,
through the beam-propagation operator. The relations between the character-
+
istic variables (z and z-) and the physical variables (v and F) are
established by rearranging y = Wz into the forms
L o
r •
v Y _ F
a a
= (35a)
+
Z _Y i z
a o a
.i
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circulates undiminished _ound the loop containing the two delay operators
(propagation loop).
This sequence illustrates (for the free-free beam), the inherent lack of
dampinK in terms of proDagation and reflection concepts. Since an arbitrary
Fa(t) or Fb(t) c_ be considered a train of imoulses, an arbitrary wave will
circulate undiminished around the propagation loop.
Damping and Control
Terminal constraints.- The beam behavior with terminal dampers or with
active terminal controls is now considered. Ter_.inations are appended to the
block diagram of figure 4 to investigate their effects in terms of propagation
and reflection.
The terminal constraints imposed at ends a and b will be written
Fa = Za(Va - v*)+ F*a (3_a)
_b= %(% - v_) F_(36b)
In these relations z and zb are terminal impedances, v* and v_' a a
are externally applied velocity commands, and F* and F_ are externallya
apolied force disturbances. For passive dampers, v* and v_ must be set toa
zero. For active controls z and zb need not satisfy the constraints of' a
a passive impedance.
Appending the constraints of equations (36a and b) to the block diagram
of figure h results in the block diagram shown in figure 5. Here, the end
effects can be simplified without affecting the propagation relations and in
fact, can be cast into the same form as the free-free bemn. In figure 6 the
new end-effects matrices are shown as L and R to distinguish them from L°
and R°, the end-effects matrices for the free-free beam. _le elements £iJ
and rij of L and R can be determined from the relations and parameters
for figure 5
All = (I - £_iZa)-l£_l ; rll = (i - rllZbe )-iroll (37a)
o (i - Za£Ol)-I_ o (i - zbr_l)-I_ (37b)£21 = £21 ; r21 = r21
l
£12 = (1 - £_lZa)-l£_2 ; r12 = (1 - r_lZb)'lr_2 (37c)
= o + o (i o )-iZa£ o + r_l(1 o -izbr_22 _22 £21 - Za£11 _2 ; r22 = r22 - Zbrll) _2
(37d)
2O
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- ! "_ I e-Ts
Terminal L°-Relations Propagation R°-Relat ions Terminal
Constraint Relations Constraint
Figure 5.- Free-free beam with longitudinal terminal constraints appended.
L-Relations R-Rel ations
A A
' ill2 I -- z; e_IZb_ _i ' _i _-_ F'o-ZbV_ ,
' Figure 6.- Propagation and end-effects relations for beam with longitudinal
terminal constraints.
21
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The significance of these parameters is investigated by the overall
transfer functions for figure 6; these relate the velocities v and v_ to
a D
the disturbance F* and F* and the velocity commands v* and v*:
a D a o
v = [ + l_e-TS -Ts )-i -Ts -Ts£21 v,]a £ii £12( r22e £22 e r22e ] [_a - Za
-Ts ] - (BSa)+ [£12(l-e-TSr22e-TS£22 )-I e r21
Vb = [rll + r12(l_e-TS£22e-TSr22)-i e-TS£22e-TSr21] [F_ - ZbV_]
. -Ts. -Ts ,-i -Ts ] [F_ - z v*] (38b)+ [rl2(l-e _22e r22 ) e £21 a a
These expressions are taken directly from the block diagram (fi_ 6)
-Ts£22e-TS -2Tswithout combining terms, such as e r22 = £22r22 e , in order to
illustrate how they are derived, because the matrix form of similar relations
for beam bending, which _s derived subsequently, does not allow the combining
of terms.
The reflection coefficients.- The coeffiecients £22 and r22 play a
most important role in equations (38a and b). They are known in the literature
as the reflection coefficients (ref 14), because they are the ratios of the
reflected-to-transmitted z variables, i.e.,
z+ - " + (39)
a = £11Za ; zc = r22zb
The expressions for £22 and r22 [eq (37d)] can be written in the more
conventional form
+ za Z - zbZo o
£22 = Z - z ; r22 = Z '+ zb (40)0 a o
Clearly, £22 and r22 are equal to zero, if the terminal impedances
za and zb match the characteristic impedance Zo. For the free-free
boundary condition, za = zb = 0, and the reflection coefficients are plus
one. This agrees with the relations between z and z- for the free-free
beam (figure 4). For the fixed-fixed boundary condition, the reflection
22
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coefficients are minus one, be-_ub,- Za and zb _ =. in general, the refiec-
tion coefficient for either :rid a or b is a real number with magnitude
< i for all real positive values of the terminal imppdances,
The case of no reflection is of particular interest. It can be inter-
preted in terms of dynamics _f the semi-infinite beam, for which the free-end
input admittance is Yo' because r22 and z are zero. This is al_oa
obvious from figure 7.
va Fb
n m_mmmmmmmm •
Finite Beam ZO
F
a Vb
v Fba
Semi-infinite
Finite Beam Beam ) -_ '=
F vba
Figure 7.- Physical interpretation of Z termination.
O
When nei $ìnor r22 is zero, equations (38a alld b) can be used \
directly. More insight can be gained by writing the indicated inverses in
series form:
e-TS£22e-TSr22)-i -Ts£22 -2Ts(i - = (i - e-TSr22e )-i = i + £22r22 e
+ (£22r22)2e "bTs + (£22r22)3e "6Ts _ .... (hl)
Substituting equation (hl), into equation (38) results _n
A22r22e-2Ts .2 2 -4Ts= -2Ts (i + + _ 2r 2e a av [_11 + t12r22¢21e +...)][F: - z v*]
-Ts (i + -2Ts .2 2 -4Ts
* [tl2r21e £22r22 e + L22r22e +...)] [F_ - ZbV_] (42)
23 "=
m
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A similar equation for vb results.
The significance of the series expansion for v may be illustrated fora
the srecial case, where z = 0 and zb is arbitrary. Tile input impedancea
Y is then
aa
Va 2(r22e-2Ts 2 -4Ts 3 -6TsF--= Yaa = Yo[1 + + r 2e + r22e + ...)] (43)
a
The response of v to a unit step of F is shown in figure 8 for
a a
several real values of r__.
_ _ r22=i 3
Va/Y ° 3 Va/Y ° 2 r22='I
12_,, , A 1 I ] F _.t/T
12 34 56 789 12 34 56 78 9
4_ 4_
Va/Yo 2 2 Va/Y o 2- r22--i/2
I i
' ' ' -t/T ' _' --t/T
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 89
Figure 8.- Effect of the reflection coefficient r22 on
successive waves -step response of Yaa (s).
The responses clearly show that the series solution (eq 43) is an expansion in
terms of successive waves. Such expansions are well-known in electrical-
transmission-line theory (ref 14).
Load disturbances.- One fundamental problem of automatic control is the
regulator problem, i.e., holding the output constant. This is in contrast to
the servomechanism problem, i.e., making the output follow the input. Load
disturbances can be regulated with active or passive devices. In the present
context, viscous dampers, spring-mass-damper vibration absorbers, and active
controls with fixed set-points may all be considered regulators of longitudinal
beam velocity.
24
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iVelocity regulators at the beam terminals, whose damping forces are a
function only of the velocity at the point of apnlication, are described by
equations (38a and b), if the disturbances also occur at the terminals.
Consider the problem of reducing, by a regulator mounted at b, the
velocity v resulting from disturbances F The transfer function for this
a a"
is given by equation (h3). The ease of no regulator corresoonds to r22 = l_
if the regulator impedance is a real number (i.e., velocity feedback), the
reflection coefficient r22 will vary monotonely from plus one to minus one
as zb varies from zero to infinity [see eq (37d)]. If the beam is disturbed
by an impulse of Fa, the response is most simply calculated from equation
(h3) and visualized in terms of propagation and reflection. Moreover, an
impulse has some merit as a test signal when the freauency sDectrum of the dis-
turbance is broad. Figure 9 shows the response of vb to a unit impulse of
F for several different values of r22a
' ' 2
z. IIIIII
o l_U i i i i i
0 Zv 0
0 1 2 3 h 5 6 oa .
t/T -i
-2
0 1 2 3 h 5 6
t/T
2 2 r22=_1/2
0 °a 0
012 3 h 56
1
t/T
-lo 1 2 3 h 5 6
t/T
Figure 9.- Effect of the reflection coefficient r^^ on
response of v to a unit impulse disturbance of F .
a a
It is clearly preferable to make r22 = 0; thus, the optimum setting of the
regulator gain is Zo. In addition, too much feedback _s as undesirable as too
little.
Application of transmission conceDts to regulation problems ranges from
the electrical-transmission-line voltage-regulation problem (ref 19) to
pulsation damping in fluid lines (ref 20).
Velocity _gn}!o!.- As an example of the application of propagation and
reflection concepts to velocity control, assume that an active rate feedback
control is mounted at b to control va and vb, and the control transfer
25
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yfunction zb is a pure gain. The variation of r22 with zb is the same
• as that in the regulator problem. Equation (38) and the series expansion of
equation (hl) can be used to determine the response:
zb Y 2zb Yo o -2Ts -4Ts 2 -6Ts
v = [ + + e + +. )]Vb*
a l+zb Y r22 r22
o (l+Zb Yo)2 (e e ..
2Zb Yo -Ts -3Ts 2 -STs
Vb = [l+Zb Yo (e + r22 e + r22 e + ...)]Vb*
Figure lO shows the response of v and vb to a step command for severala
different values of controller gain.
1 - i- --- 1 _ --"
_'I ...... I213 213 .... 213
-- I
v
113 113 113 m -..-.---v a _
I I
i 2 3 4 5 6 i 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6
t/T tiT t/T
a) Zb/Zo=l b) Zb/Zo=I/2 c) Zb/Zo=2
Figure i0.- vEffeCtcommand°fZb/Z.o on response of Va and vb to a init step
a
The conclusion is much the same as that for the load-disturbance problem,
i.e., a control gain of zb = Z optimizes the response at the uncontrolledo
end a. Increasing the gain beyond this value produces oscillation rather
than faster response.
This example is admittedly idealized, but it shows that the control loop
is an impedance affecting the reflection of waves at the controlled end of
the beam. Even for this idealized situation, where the controller has an
infinite bandwidth actuator, the inherent propagation delay T is shown to
limit the speed of response at stations physically separated from the control.
26
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I/
Nonuniform beams.- A nonuniform beam can be approximated by a cascade of
dissimilar uniform beams havirg an overall transmission matrix which is simDly
the matrix product of the constituent transmission matrices. The subleties of
minimizing the number of uniform elements, the insights gained by factored
forms, and concepts of transmiss Jn and reflection are treated in an elegant
fashion by Paynter (ref 16), Paynter and Ezekiel (ref 21), and Brown (ref 22).
They show that a transformation of variables may greatly reduce the variability
of wave forms caused by property variations. Since nonuniform structures are
not considered in depth in this report, these transformations are not treated
here; however, they are highly recommended for analysis of nonuniform struc-
tures.
TRanSVERSE BENDING VIBRATIONS OF THIN BE_S
The Bernoulli-Euler Equation
The preceding treatment of the dynamics and control of loncitudinal beam
vibration by propagation and reflection concepts is used in this section as
a model to generalize these concepts for the dynamics and controls analysis
of thin-beam bending. This is a preliminary step toward understanding the
flexible-vehicle control problem in terms of these concepts.
The central roles of the propagation operator, characteristic imnedance,
and the reflection coefficient in the dynamics and control of longitudinal
vibrations suggest that generalizations of these concepts may be equally useful
for bending vibrations. This is confirmed in the remainder of this reoort.
General background.- Unfortunately, the transverse bending dynamics of
beams do not obey the wave equation. The equation for transverse bending of
a thin beam is known as the Bernoulli-Euler equation. It assumes that energy
is stored only in the beam's lateral translation inertia and bending compli-
ance. The thin beam equation for transverse bending is assumed in the work
that follows. The implications of this assumption are treated by Vigness
(ref 3), Dengler and Goland (ref 6), and Fl_gge and ZaJac (ref 23). According
to the latter, Lamb (ref 24) showed, in 1914, that the Bernoulli-Euler equa-
tion gives instantaneous spatial propagation of effect. This result is con-
tained in Boussinesq's theory (ref 4) for transverse impact of beams.
Timoshenko proposed correcting the thin-beam behavior by two additional
energy-storage mechanisms: kinetic energy in the beam's rotary inertia and
potential energy in the beam's shear complicance. In 191_2, Fl_gge demonstrated
that Timoshenko's theory results in a finite spatial propagation velocity
(ref 25). Many analytical studies of traveling waves in the Timoshenko beam
have been published. Reference 5 (Leonard and Budiansky), and references 6,
and 23 cover this subject rather completely.
Nearly all of this work was developed to predict the stress cau_ by
sharp impact. For this purpose, the use of the Bernoulli-Euler equation cau
result in serious errors. On the other hand, the effects of rotary inertia
and shear compliance are often ignored in the dynamics and controls analysis
of flexible vehicles (which is universally performed by normal modes).
27
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Accordingly, the deficiencies of the propagation behavior of the solution
, to the Bernoulli-Euler equation, which are unacceptable for impact studies,
may be of little consequence ii.controls applications, where the extremely
high-frequency be, wior emphasized in the impact problem is of secondary im-
portance. The distributed-parameter approach is well established in the treat-
ment of heat propagation (ref 26) and of distributed RC electrical lines
(ref 14), where spatial propagation velocity is infinite.
A clear derivation of the Bernoulli-Euler equation for transverse vibration
of thin beams is given by Jacobsen and Ayre (ref 12). Sign conventions, nomen-
clature, and pertinent relations used in this report are discussed in the
following paragraphs.
Figure ll shows the nomenclature and sign conventions for shear forces,
moments, and angular and transverse displacements of a thin beam and a micro-
element.
M a
((Iy ybteb))
M
'_ À#Figure Ii.- Lateral forces and displacements, moments, and
angular displacements for a uniform beam and a mlcro-element
thereof.
The symbols y, e, M, and Q denote the transverse displacement, angular
rotation, moment, and shear force, respectively. The lateral location coor-
dinate is x, and the beam length is 6, as in the analysis of longitudinal
vibration.
Analysis of the micro-element yields the following relations:
Static Beam Flexure M = El S2y (h5a)
Sx2
28
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F = ma in _ direction _ = - pA _2y (45b)
_x _t2
_M (_5c)
Moment Balance Q = _--_
Geometry e = By (45d)3x
where I = the area moment of inertia of the cross-section, and E, A, and
p are the Young's modulus, cross-sectional area, and density previously de-
fined. Combining equations (45a, b, and c) yields the Bernoulli-Euler equation.
2 34 2
a _-_ + _ = 0 (46)
sx _t 2
where
2 EI
- (47)
a - pA
Normal-mode solution.- Normal-mode solution of the Bernoulli-Euler equa-
tion closely parallels that of the wave equation. Extensive treatments are
given by Bishop and Johnson (ref 27) and in references 1 and 12. However, a
distinct treatment of the rigid-body motion as an integral _art of the normal-
mode analysis could not be found; therefore, it is considered in the followin_ \
paragraphs.
In addition to the flexible modes, two rigid-body modes exist: rigid k3dy
rotation and rigid body lateral translation. These modes will be given the
subscripts -i and O, respectively. Thus, the total lateral deflection is
y(x,t) = [ Ca(X) qn(t) (48)
n=-i
The normal-mode coordinates, qn' are determined, as before from the
generalized forces, Fn, by the transfer functions
F
= n (h9)
qn M s2 + m2M
n n n
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But now, the generalized force F isn
F = /£Q'(X) *n(X) dx + _ Or *n(Xr) + g ,'(x ) (50)n r ,, r
0 r
where 0'(x) is the distributed lateral force intensity, M is the concen-r
' = d_n/dX is the nth mode slope.trated moment at station r, and %
The mode shapes and natural frequencies are dete_unined by the boundary
conditions. The rigid-body mode shapes for a free-free uniform beam, in terms
of arbitrary scales Cn, are
= C_l(l - 2 {)" $o = Co (51)_-l
The rigid-body-motion modal masses _t frequencies are
M_1 m_ _ = _(= 3 _- (_); Mo reed_' (52)
m-i :0; mo =0
The flexible mode shapes are given _ references 27, I, and 12, and are
tabulated for a variety of boundary conditions by Bishop and Johnson (ref 28).
The flexible free-free mode masses are given by
M =m@2
n [ n(£) n = 1,2,3, ... (53)
The free-free frequencies are determined from the frequency equation
cos _/_-2 cosh _ -2 = i (54)
a a
The normal mode solution for the Bernoulli-Euler equation has great aDpeal,
because it retains almost all the simplicity of the normal-mode solution for
the wave equation. Moreover, although the mode shapes, masses, and frequencies
must be determined, equations (hS), (h9), and (50) retain their simplicity for
nonuniforms structures. The modal solution has the same advanta=es for the
Bernoulli-Euler equation as it has for the wave equation: (1) the transfer-
function poles are evident, (2) high-frequency poles are eliminated simply by
truncating equation (h8), and (3) the transfer functions are rational alge-
braic functions of s. Moreover, these advantages are retained in the normal-
mode solution for the Timoshenko beam.
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However, the solution of the Bernoulli-Euler equation in terms of propa-
gation concepts will be shown to reveal features of the beam dynamics that are
well-hidden in the normal-mode solution.
Semi-Infinite Beam
The traveling-wave solution of the wave equation for a semi-infinite
medium was shown to yield, in a simple manner, the concepts of the propagation
operator and the characteristic impedance. Similarily, it is instructive
to _nvestigate the solution to the Bernoulli-Euler equation for a semi-infinite
uniform thin beam before studying the finite beam.
The boundary conditions at x = ® are
y(_, t) = 0 (55a)
Sy (_, t) = 0 (55b)Sx
If the beam is initially at rest and undeflected, the initial cor !i-
tions can be written .
BY (x, O) = 0 (56a)
_t
y(x, O) = 0 (56b)
The Laplace transform of equation (_6) with respect to time yields the
following ordinary differential equation:
s2y(x, s) + a2 dhy(x's) = 0 (57)h
dx
The -eneral solution of equation (57) can be written
_.ix 12x ),3x ),hx
y (X,S) = cle + c2e + c3e +che (58)
where
x3 - _ (-l+J)/¢'_;xh- 'r_7[(-l-J)//_ (59)
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or, alternately, it can be written
y(x,s) = ele sin /_+ e2e cos JT-(x)s
(60)
+ cBe sin _+ the cos
where 2
: -- (61)T(x) x
- 2a
The advantage of equation (60) is that complex numbers are avoided
entirely. If equation (60) is used, the boundary conditions at x =
(eqs 55a and b) require that cI = c2 = 0. Thus, the only operators remainin_
are e-/_ cos _ and e-_ sin _-[_. Because they occur so
frequently, the following notation is introduced for convenience:
-T_s
C(Ts) --e cos T_S (62a)
-TJ_s
£(Ts) - e sin T/T[s (62b)
If an arbitrary transverse velocity, Ya(t), and moment, Ma(t), are
applied at x = 0, the remaining two boundary conditions are
sy(O,s)= .$a(s) (63a)
d2y(Os) Me(s)
• =-- (63b)
dx2 EI
If c3 and ch are evaluated by equations (63a and b), the result can
be written
M (s)
a (6_)
y(x,s) = C[T(x)s] Ya(S) - S[T(x)s] E-'T'--
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J-Ts
Bernoulli-Euler propagation operators.- In analogy to e of the wave
equation, C(Ts) and S(Ts) will be called the Bernoulli-Euler propagation
-Ts
operators. To call e the wave-propagation operator is not in strict "
accord with standard practice, wherein the negative exponent Ts would be so
termed (refs 16 and 22).
The inversion transforms of the propagation operators C(Ts) and S(Ts)
-Ts
are far ,ore complicated than that of e . The step response of C(Ts) is
treated by Carslaw and Jaeger (ref 29), who show, by a contour integration,
that
X
-i [_sC IT(z)s)] = i - _iI[co s _i §2 + sin _i §2]d § (65)
c
This integral can be evaluated using the Fresnel integrals tabulated by
Janke and Emde (ref 30):
fo x _ 2
It(x) = cos _ x d.x
(66)
._ox '_ 2I (x) - sin _x dxS
In terms of these functions, the result is
i
2 -1 [sC(T(x)s)] = 1- [Ic T(x)w__K_+ Is vT(x)] (67) \
1.O
(x,t), in./s'ec
.5
j w
o 1 2 3 _ x/2_'_at 5
Figure 12.- Lateral semi-infinite beam velocity, y(xtt),
due to a unit step of y at x=O; plotted as a function of
33
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-.5
1 2 3 4 5 6
(b)o.5__-__6
X
Figure 13.- Lateral semi-infinite beam velocity, y(x,t) due to a
unit step of 9 at x=O; plotted as a function of 2wat/(x2).
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Because C(Ts) is the transfer function fro,_ ya(s) to y(x,_), the,
Fight side of equation (67) must be the resp_o_nseof y(x,t) to a unit step of'
Ya" This is plotted as a function of x/2,/'2"_a'_a_in figure 12. The time re-
sponse of y(x,t) is shown in figure 13 as a function of _t/[[T(x)]. The
behavior for small values of wt/[T(x)] cannot be plotted because of hi,h-
frequency ringing, a manifestation of the deficiencies of the Bernoulli-Eu_.Dr
equation. The integral of the velocity response show,, in figure 13 is the
lateral displacement y(x,t) which results from a step-velocity input at a.
The high-frequency ringing is heavily fSltered by the intefration process.
Thus, the position response appears more like a delay for small t. _
The frequency responses of C(Ts) and S(Ts) are
C(JmT) = [e + e ]/2 (68a)
-_ -j
S(JmT) = [e - e ]/r2J) (68b)
These are sho'_n in figure lb. -,
\ _T/(2_) "_T/(2,)
_:.o._.-¢_ ,, ,,_'__ '
.V).' ' .v.6
Figure lb.--Polar-frequency plots for the Bernoulli-Euler propagation operators
$5
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'?he low-frequency approximations are
-r_s
C(Ts) _ e ; _(Ts) _ _ (69)
-T/_s
Thus, at low frequencies, C(Ts) approaches the distributed IaK e ,
and Z(Tz) approaches the fractional-derivative operator• At high frequencies,
the magnitude of both operators approaches 0.5, the nhase laK is proportional
%o _r_:, and S(J_T) leads C(.i_T) by 90 °. _hese frequency plots-can be
interpreted as the amplitude and phase of y at station x which result from
inputs of 9 or M at station a [see eq (64)].
Characteristic-impedsunce matrix.- If an arbritrary transverse force Qa
and moment '4 are applied at x = O, the remaining two boundary conditionsa
are determined from equations (45a and c) as
Ma(s)
dx2 = EI (70a)
d3y(x.s) %(s)
= -- (7Oh)
dx3 EI
The coefficients c3 and ch can be evuluated, and the transverse and
angular velocities y and e can be determined in terms of :i and _ as
a a
_(x._), IC[T(_)s]- Z[TCx)s] _s C[TCx)s] :q(s)
I I
eCx,s) i- _ C[T(x)s] -{C[T(x)s] + S[T(x)s] 0 (s)
L- a __a
If this equation is specialized for the case x = t_, the result
Y
o
a a
= (72)
-ea El a E-_" Qa
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The matrix designated Y in equation (72) will be called the characteristic-
O
admitts_nce matrix for thin-beam bending, q/me need for a matrix of character-
istic admittance elements arises from the duplexity both of velocity variables
(y,@) and force variables (M,Q).
The sign conventions of figure ii reveal the t the signs of the motions
predicted by equation (72) are consistent with physical intuition, which would
have the end a of the semi-lnfinite beam move in the olus v and minus 8
• a a
directions in response to either _,' or O The minus is anoended to
•a 'a" - " a
because of the sign convention chosen. No simn convention compatible with the
transmission-matrix concept (i.e., fittin_ together in cascade with compatible
sign convention' can obviate minus signs in the characteristic a_Lmittance
relation both for left and right extending semi-infinite be-ms. For the sign
convention shown, if station b is considered the terminal face of a left
extending semi-infinite bemm, the characterlstic-admittance relation is
Yb '
- Yol (73)
@
eb -%
In this case, the minus must be appended to 9b.
A discussion of the operators _s and i/_s is now in order. _"_neirstep
responses can be found in most extensive tables of transform pairs (e.g., table
7.1 of ref lh):
%
:2 4- ; J-i : ji (TL)
s_s _ _s _ t
J
Thus, the step response of the Y matrix has the form shown in figure 15.
0+The infinite response of e to a st_L, of :_ at t = does not appear, of
a a
course, if the step is replaced by an input with no Jump function at t = O.
The frequency response of the Y matrix has the form shown in figure 16,o
because _ has a phase of 45° and gain-frequency slope of i0 riB/decade,
whereas i/J_ has a phase of -45 ° and gain-frequency slope of -i0 dB/decade. _.
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Figure 15.--Matrix pictograph of step responses of the characteris-
tic-impedance matrix.
ya(Jut ) -- _ Ma(jut)
,-Sa (Jut ) 1 _ Qa (jut)
Figure 16.--Matrix pictograph of frequency responses of the charac-
teristic-admittance matrix
38
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JThe inverse of _.hecharacteristic-admittance relation [eq (72)] is
Z
O
- q El •
EI EI
_Q a--_ a _
The 2x2 matrix Z in equation (75) will be called the characteristic-
O
impedance matrix. This relation shows the forces M and 0 that would act
a a
_. and 8 .
on the face of a semi-infinite beam in terms of the _nput motions Ya a
The characteristic-impedance relation for face b can be written
= Zo (76)
% .
The characteristic-impedance relation has the same meaning for face b as
equation (75) has for face a; i.e., _ and Qb are the forces that would
act on face b of a semi-infinite beam in terms of the input motions Yb
and eb"
\
The minus sign appended to one term of each of the equations (72, 73,
- 75, and 76) must be treated carefully. The meaning of the signs in the
characteristic-impedance relations [eq_ (75 and 76)] is particularly difficult
to visualize. A better intuitive picture can be achieved by visualizing the
relations at a cut in an infinite beam as sho_ in figure 17. The forces
exerted on face b by face a are given by the characteristic-lmpedance
relation for face a. %hus, the impedance relation seen by face b, when it
is connected to a semi-infinite beam, is
I-_% Yb
- zC (77)i
i
I QbJ _ eb
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yMb A Ma
% %
Face b Face a
Figure 17.--The impedance matrix seen by face b of a semi-
infinite beam is the characteristic impedance
of face a.
The sign conventions of figure ii confirm that all forces exerted on face
b are restoring forces. The distinction between equations (76) and (77) is
that equation (76) is the input impedance of face b, and equation (77) is
the impedance seen by face b, when it is connected to a semi-infinite beam.
These distinctions are much simpler for the scalar characteristic impedance
in longitudinal vibration, and very little care is required to keep the sign
relations in order for that case.
Note that Y and Z have been defined so that all elements are pos-
O O
itive. With this definition, Y # Z-1. If the minus signs are moved withinO O
the 2x2 matrices in equations (72, 73, 75, and 76), and the resultant 2x2
-1 and
matrices named Yoa' Yob' Zoa' and Zob , respectively, then Yoa = Zoa'
-1 # Z-1. Thus a definition with the
Yob = Zob; however Yoa # Z-1' ob and Yob oa '
desired inverse relation requires two Y and two Z matrices, and even thenO O
the desired invezse relation does not apply to all pairs of Y and Z
matrices, o o
The characteristic-impedance matrix concept for thin-beam bending has not
been treated in the litera+ure, as far as can be determined, Considerable
work, however, has been done on the characteristic impedance for flexure waves
in plates (for example, refs 31, 32, 33, and 34).
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4Transverse Vibration of a Free-Free Beam
Factored solution. - Now that the nature of the propagation operators and "
characteristic-impedance matrix for the Bernoulli-Euler equation has been es-
tablished through analysis of the semi-infinite-beam solution, the transverse
vibration of a free-free beam can be investigated. The solution is analogous
to the treatment of longitudinal vibrations; it is developed by a method that
directly separates the process of propagation within the beam from the process
of reflection at the boundaries. The development is a generalization cf the
methods used to factor the solution of the wave equation.
The Laplace transform with respect to t, apDlied to a uniform thin beam
of length £, which obeys the Bernoulli-Euler equation and has no initial
stored energy [eqs (56a and b)], yields the same ordinary differential equation
as that for the semi-infinite beam [eq (57)].
A vector Y defining the state of the beam can be defined as the col_nn
vector (y, 0, M, Q)T. It is related to y(x, s) by the following:
g(x,s) sy'(x,s) I "'
Y(x,s) = (78)
1 "
M(x,s) _y y"(x,s)
1 y'"(x s)Q(x,s) Ff '
Equation (78) can be used to reduce the transformed Bernoulli-Euler
equation [eq (P7)] to in canonical form as four first-order differential
equat ions :
o 1 ! o o
o o s o
d = EI 0 IL
, J (79)
S ! 0 0 0 1 M I
QI -EI__A_ o o o QI
2 .
Equation (79) can be written compactly in the state vector form
41
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d-L- AY (80)dx
where A is the hxh matrix in equation (79). Note that Y here represents
the Laplace transform of the states. The ei_envalues of the A matrix, _i'
2 =
_2' _3' and Xb are simply the roots of _h + s /a 2 0 given in equation
(59). The A matrix can be factored as in the wave equation to A = _rPW-I,
where P, W, and W-I are
m m
X1 0 0 0
0 _2 0 0
P = (81a)
0 0 _3 0
0 o 0 _
1 i 1 1S S S _ _
1 1 i 1
S_l s_2 s_3 s_h s s_-_ EI_2 EI_3
1 W-I 1 (81b )w =_ ; =_
Because kl' _2' _3' and _h are complex, the elements of W and W-I are,
in general, also complex. This is the spatial analog of the solution for a
damped-spring-mass system in terms of its complex roots, which, although pos-
sible, is generally awkward: manipul_tion of real variables is usually more
convenient.
A transformation is required that carries the eigenvalue matrix of a
, - j _j)complex conjugate pair (_r + j XJ Xr
o!0 I _r -)L--_
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to the related conical form matrix (ref 35):
_jr
The required transformation is
__Jj o i -J
_r _J i I r _J
= ! (82)
2 j | 0 _ j-_J _r r -J_J
Applying this transformation to both pairs of conjugate eigenvalues in
the P matrix yields
iii ,io-z o j _j o o _2 o !z j o
p, = ...2.s : i_ . 1 (83)
I Ill _, o i j/_2a -i i _ 0 0 3 0
o -i -z L J -j o _ l-j
Hence, transformation BPB-I carries P to the matrix P*, which is
diagonal in the 2x2-partitioned sense and has only real elements. Using the
factorization of A into A = WPW-! and the transformation of equation (83)
(P* = BPB-I) gives
A = WB"I P* BW-I - W* P* W*-I (84)
where
w* -:WB-I (85)
Thus, W* pro_ides a transformation between the A matrix and the
quasidiagonal P* matrix. The matrices W* and W*-l are
4S
m
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0V_s 0 V_s 0
3/2 s3/2 s3/2 s3/2
1/2 1/2 - _ 1/2
W* = _i a a a
2 _ (86a)
v_EI___s0 _/_ET___s
a a
_Eis 3/2 Eis 3/2 Eis 3/2 Eis 3/2
a3/2 a3/2 a3/2 a3/2
a1/2 _a3/2
7 o
a1/2 _a a3/2
1 0 s3/-----_ EIs Eis3/2
w*-i= _ (86b)
/_ _aI/2 a3/2
[ 7 0 EXs3/2
aI/2 -v_ a a3/2
o 3/---_" ------
EIs EIs3/2s
A new stats vector U is defined, analogous to equation (25), by
Y = w*u (87)
and, analogous to equation (26), U satisfies the matrix differential
equation
dU
---= P* U (88)dx
The solution of _quation (88) in terms of the matrix exponential is
£P*
Jb(S)= e Ua(s) (89)
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where U and Ub are the values of the U vector at stations 8 and b.
a £p,
For the matrix P* in _quation (83), the matrix e is
e cos TWOs e sin
0
_P* T/_s T_Es
e = -e sin T_s e cos
-_ -T/_ (9o)
e COS TwOs e sin /_s
0
-T/_s -T/_s
-e sin _ e cos TJ_s
•"_e relation between Yb and Y can be determined from enuations (87)a
and (89):
Yb = [W* e£P* W*-I] Ya (91)
£p*
Bernoulli-Euler equation transmission matrix.- The matrix W* e
W*-l is thus the thin-beam bending, or Bernoulli-Euler-eQuation transmission
matrix. It will be denoted T_a. If the matrix product is formed,
Yb = T_a Ya becomes
a _- --._
a / 6J,
2s E1 _ _s Ya i
= i (92)
• /,Z _/,_- _ •
eb - 2a 6 a E-_ 2a 6 _YE1 e I
I
_,_ E_ ._/;- I_- ,---x -'_'- _s's6 _ 2s 6 M I
a a I
!
___/7_ _,_ /,_-- i
.J
where a, 8, y, and 6 ar_ defined as
a 5 COS T_scosh TW_S (93a)
8 _ -[sin TW_scosh /_ TW_-ssinh TWOs] 193b)
_ sin T/_ssinb _ (93c)
' 6 E sin TWOscosh T/_s- cos T_ sinh ,T_-ss (93d)
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mhe {_Xh tr_msmission matrix in equation (92) is a generalization of the
2x2 wave-equation transmission matrix in equation (30). It retains the useful
property that, for a cascade of systems where Yb = T_a Ya and Yc = T_b Yb'
the overall transmission relation is " = T* T_ Y . The inverse rel_t_onc cb a a
to equation (92) is Ya = T_; I Yb' which will be s,_nbolized Ya = T*abYb" It
is not used in this report and will not be reproduced here. The elements of
T# differ from those of T_a, at most by an algebraic sign, in analogy toab
the relations between Tba and Pab for the wave equation.
Transfer matrices for theBernoulli-Euler equation.- For the reasons
advanced in the section on transfer matrices for the wave equation, the ad-
mitt_mce matrix form of the relation between the variables of Ya and Yb
is most suitable for treating forced transverse response of the beam. Because
the beam is symmetrical, the elements of the lower half of the admittance
matrix may be defined in terms of those of the upper half. Thus,
Ya Yll YI2 YI3 Ylh Qa {
e M
a Y21 Y22 Y33 Ykk a {
= (gU)
_b -YI3 YiU -_'xl YI2 %1
eb_ Y23 -YPh Y21 -Y22 Mb{
The elements YiJ can be found in tens of the elements of the trans-
mission matrix T_a, but details will not be developed here. However, the
natural £requencies of the admittance elements are easily shown to be deter-
mined by the zeroes of the determlnm_t
EI -El a/'_-_
= 0 (95)
-E_/!s____ -EI
46
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Substitution of the expressions for 8, 7, and 6 into equation (95),
plus considerable algebraic manipulatinn, reduces this condition to
<
sinh2 T_s sin2 CT--[= 0 (96)
The roots of equation (96_ can be shown to be s '" J_0, where _ Isi.
given by the frequency equation
" cos _/_£2 c_-" /_/_£2= 1 (97)
This is identical to equation (5h) for the modal bendin_ frequencies of a free-
free beam. Thus, the closed-form transfer functions of the admittance matrix _
do indeed contain all the modal bending frequencies of the free-free beam;
this confirms the consistency _f the modal and transmission forms of the
solution.
The frequency responses of the elements of the admittance matrix can be
found by substituting s -*Jm. This generates transcendental functions of
_ which are computa_1onally inconvenient and result from expresslnK the
T_a matrix in real functions of s. A form of the transmission ma'_rix which
yields real functions of m is given by Brown (ref 22). Alternately, Pestel
and Leckie (ref 36) and Bishop and Jo_mson (ref 27_ assume harmonic motion at
the outset of analysis and derive a frequency-dependent t_'ansmission matrix
-- equivalent to that of Broom.
The formulation in this r_.9ort gives real functions of s both in the
transmission matrix and admittance m_trices; no single formulation can yield
real functions of both s and _.
Separation of propagation and reflection.- The transmission and transfer
matrices for the Bernoulli-Euler equation do not lend themselves to a clear
visualization of the processes of propagation and reflection of energy in a
thin beam. Factorization of the T_a matrix in equation (91) is the starting __
point, analogous to the wave-equation treatment presented earlier, for a
separation of the propagation and reflection processes.
The transmission matrix relation between Ub and U (eq 89) can bea
converted into a transfer function involving only the propagation operators
-TJ6s
C(Ts) = e"v_'_ cos _ and S(Ts) = e sin T_s. If the four components
-- + +
of U are denoted u', v , v , and u , this relation is
E"
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cAab
u- C(ms) -S(ms) 0 0 u_a
e- Fba
v- s(__s) C(Ts) o 0 v_a
= (98a)
!
+ +
vb 0 0 C(Ts) S(Ts) va
+_ i +
£b gb
+ +
% o o -S(Ts) C(_s) ua
Aba
-- £: + +The symbols Ca' u' eb, Ca, Aab , and Aba in equation (98a) can be used
to write that equation in partitioned form:
I:L0111_a = (98b)
Th.,s, the transfer-function relation between the states of u is diagonal-
ized in the 2x2-p&rtitioned sense. The variables are n_umed so that the propaga-
tion relation between u- and v- is the same as that between u and v ,
i.e.,
Iv:] f-:]= ; .. , (99)u LScJ
This fact is not particularly evident when it is written in the order
shown in equation (98a), which, nevertheless, is retained, because it arises
naturally from the matrix transformations. The propagation of the u and v
variables is illustrated in the matrix block diagram of figure 18.
48
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/. u- _ ;
• e _ _ Dy osT_s _ inT/#-6s _--
Q v v_ ;ba _ a
, - oT_in._ eT_%os_ -- ,
• x,) + + (_
_- -l v vba -TJ_ScosT_-ss e _-e - T/_SsinT/_s -
U+ +
_ _ m % %
_--- e- in TJ_s e cosT/_s _ _'_
k, m , /
¥
Left-side Propagation relations Right-side
End effects End effects
Figure 18.- Propagation and end-effects relations for lateral vibration
of free-free beam.
The matrices L° and R° relating the physical variables y, 8, M, and Q
+ +
and the transformed variables u-, v-, v , and u , are rearrangements of
y = W_U. The left-side end-effects matrix (L °) is given by
0 o
LII LI2
• a a _ _ -2J_s M }
Ya E-Y E-Y7 a
_ f
-a _ -a o 2s _ % "a ea E-Y a E-Y a
+ = a _ 2a /_ - (lOOa)
v -- -- I -2 u
a El s Els s a
,£-
£a + -a _
a
u 0 0 1 v
a E1 s a
o g
L21 L22
Xa' + a o o o and o it isor, in terms of the variables fa' ea' e , LII , LI2 , L21 , L22 ,
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_ LilL_2 f
: (100b)
__] _L_I _'_ __
The right-side end-effects matrix (R°) is given by
R? °
Ii RI2
• Yb I E-_ _- s
Xb 1 fb
• . _/_'2_s -__ o 2_/'K-1% (_o_)8b I E1 a E1 a
!
_i vb%1 E-Ys EIs s
,. _ +
% _1 a ,_" + %
VbJ 0 0 1 ubE1 s
_ _ "-T _ ""
0 _ 0
R21 R22
• + o o o and ° it is
or, in terms of the variables Xb' fb' E_, eb' RII' RI2' R21' R22'
II IR_21R_21 Ill1
: _ (101b)
L LJ
The block diagram in figure 18 is an admittance relation• The end-effects
matrices L° and R° would change for different boundary conditions, which,
of course, do not effect propaKation relations• Different end-effects matrices
can be derived by rearranging y : W* U into appropriate forms; they are, of
course, dependent only on the local beam properties. The propagation time
constant T of the Bernoulli-Euler equation is proportional to £2 in contrast
to that of the wave equation, which is proportional to £.
Damping and Control of Bending Vibrations
Terminal constraints.- The behavior of the Bernoulli,_Euler beam with
terminal dampers and/or active terminal controls is now considered in terms of
propagation and reflection. The terminal constraints assumed are:
5O
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f Z _ - _* f*
a a a a a
.... ::.__ , ,
M -G. Ce s -_a - -Vaa y a I
= z (_ - x,)+ f, (102a)+ fa a a a aor
Qa -K-/_-_y_- K_ ea - e*a Q* [
fb Zb Xb- _ f*
Y
= + or fb = Zb (_o - o_*) + F_ (102b)/:
% K- -- eb ,%y a K_ -e_ .
L_
There are generalizations of the longitudinal-beam constraints of equations
(36a and b). The signs are placed so that any motion produces restoring forces
and moments. Figure 19a shows the terminal controls appended to the beam ter-
minals, and figure 19b, shows this in block-diagram form, in t_rms of the ad-
mittance of the free-free beam. Because this study is in terms of propagation
and reflection, appending the terminal constraints to the beam as shown in
f:gure 18 is preferable.
Now, the terminal constraints of equations (102a and b) appended to the
block diagram of figure 18 are shown in the matrix block diagram in figure 20.
°I , 17:-I
LI2 I _ iab
I ,
Figure 20. Free-free beam propagation and end effects relations
with lateral constraints appended.
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iThe end effects shown are simplified in fibre 21 without affectin_ the prop- J
agation relations.
a _ _ LI2 Aab
t .
Figure 21. Propagation and end-effects relations for beam with
lateral terminal constraints.
The matrices in figure 21 can be determined from those in figure 20 as: -
= ° z )-i o = [(I ° z )-i o ] (lOSa)
LII [(I - LII a LII]; RII - Ell o RII
= _ = _ o )-i] (103b)
L21 [L_I(I ZaL_I)-I]; R21 [R_I(I ZbRII
LI2-[(i-L_IZa)-IL_2];RI2- [(I-R_IZb)-IR_2](i03c)
-izaL o [R_l(i o -I ---= ° [L_I(I-ZaL_I) _2]_R22 R22 [R22+L22 L22 = _ ZbRn) ZbRl2]
(lOBd)
As in the wave equation, where the parameters of equation (37) were used
in the overall input-output relations for figure 5, the matrices of equations
(103a, b, c, and d) can be used to express the overall input-output relations
for figure 19 as
d
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--[ + (z- -lAabR22^baL21](q - Z _*)a LII LI2 AabR22AbaL22 ) a a
+ [LI2(I - AabR22AbaL22)-iAabR21](f_ - Zb _) (lOha)
Xb- [RII + RI2(I - AbaL22AbaR22)-IAbaL22AabR21 ] (f_- Zb x_)
+[R12(I - AbaLllAabR22)-iAbaL21](f: - Za _a ) (lOhb)
The matrix equation (104a) relates the transverse and annular velocities
Ya and %a to the load disturbances M_, Q:, M_, O_ and to the transverse-
and angular-velocity commands, _, e_, _, e_. This relation is in terms of
o o etc.
the propagation matrices Aab , etc., the end-effects matrices LII , RII
and the terminal impedances Z and Zb.a
The Bernoulli-Euler reflection matrices. - The 2x2 matrices L22 and
R22 will be called the Bernoulli-Euler reflection matrices, in analogy to the
reflection coefficient for the wave equation. In terms of the reflection
matrices, the relations between scalar components of c;, E+a'eb+' and ¢b are
a = B22 = B22
%
=R22 or =R22 (10 b)
The behavior of the rlght-side reflection matrix R22 in terms of the
right-side terminal impedance matrix Zb is examined in detail to illustrate
the dependence of the reflection matrix on the terminal impedance. Equation
(lOBb) clearly shows that, for a free end (Zb = 0), the reflection matrix is
equal to R22.° Thus, in terms of the elements of R22 [eq (i01)]
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!where A _ B is read if A then B.
The expression for R22 , in general, can be written in terms of its devi-
ation from its value for Zb = O.
I+abl2+6 l
R22 = l (107)
L_Yb _i+6
Then, from equations (103d), (i06), and (i07),
L_b_ ]bJ R_I(I- ZbR°l )-IZbR[2 (108) -,
If the right side of equation (108) is expanded in terms of' the elements
o o and o the expressions for ab 8b' Yb' and 6b areof Zb, Rll , R12 , R22 , ,
2 2
% --t_(_%_-_(_)o_- 4(@_%__(_)_I/_ (_09_)
2 2
8b= [2(_'_)G_K_-2(_)%,- h(_'_) K.GI-Mu 4(_-_)K_- 4(_-_)G_- 4(_)K_]/D
(109b )
2 2
2 2
o a a 8,
= - --(_-:)G_- h K.G: - h(_-)G_]/D (109d) .6b [2('_) G_K_ .± y (_) y v
where
2
D-- [i + 2(_'_)K_,+ (_-_')K_+ (_'_-)%, +
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Equations (iCga, b, c, d, and e) indicate that the reflection matrix remains
, independent of s, if G_, G_, _, and K_ are indenendent of s. In other
words, if the elements of the terminal-control matrix Z are made to have the8
same functional form as those of the characteristic-impedance matrix Zb, then
the elements of the reflection matrix R22 have the s_ne functional form as
those of the matrix R22,° i.e., constants independent of s.
m Several special cases of Zb are considered and n_,,ed, because they are
treated extensively in the remainder of this report. The "Z " termination is
o
the general case, where no element of Zb is zero. The "K_ + K." terminationY
has G_ = G_ = 0. The "K_" termination has G.y= G_ = _ = O. The "free"
termination has Zb ffi0. The equations for these different cases and their
special relations are summarized in table I.
The "Zo" termination can affect all elements of R22. In particular, if
G. ffiG_ = K_ = K_ = EI/a, all elements of the reflection matrix are zero.Y
This is the case of Zb ffiZoa and corresponds to terminating face b of the
beam with face a of a semi-infinite beam. Thus, the reflection matrix, like
the reflection coefficient, is nulled when the beam is terminated in its char-
acteristic impedance. For the Bernoulli-Euler case, distinction between Z
oa
and Zob must be made. Physical reasoning requires that Zb ffiZ noton'
Zb ffiZob. Figure 17 helps to clarify this point.
The "K_ + K." termination can affect only the terms ab and 8b ofY
equation (107). In particular, if K@ ffiK@ = K_ = EI/a, then Sb = -i and
8b ffi-2. Thus, all elements of R22 , which can be modified, are nulled, if
K.y and K_ are adjusted so that the nonzero elements of Zb match the corre-
sponding elements of Z .
oa
The "K_" termination can affect only 8b in equation (107). In partic-
ular, if K_ = EI/a, then 8b = -2. Thus, the only element of R22, which is
affected by K_, is hulled, if K_ is adjusted so that the nonzero element of
Zb matches the corresponding element of Zoa.
The behavior of the reflection matrix in these special cases is con-
_idered significant, although it _s not yet fully understood. The case of
h22 = 0 is particularly interesting in view of the benefits for damping and
control by setting the reflection coefficient to zero in the longitudinal-wave
problem.
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When Zb = Zoa so that R22 - O, the input admittance at terminal a (for
= o Equa-Z = O) can be derived from equations (lOha) and (103a) as Xa Lllfa"a
o = Y and ; thustions (72), (73), and (lOOa) reveal that LII oa RII = Yob '
= Y f (ii0)
a oa a
Therefore, the input and characteristic admittances of a finite uniform
beam, terminated in its characteristic impedance, are equal. This is evident
+
from figure 20, because R22 = O, and Eb is not reflected; thus, for Za = O,
the relation between Xa and fa is simply _a = LII fa" These relations
can be visualizea better by comparing figures 18, 19, 20, and 21.
When neither of the reflection matrices L22 and R22 is zero, equation
(104a) may be expanded by the matrix series for the inverse:
(i_AabR22AbaL22)-i (AabR22 )2= I + AabR22_aL22 + _aL22 + ... (iii)
Equation (lOhb) can be expanded _n a sim__ar form. The expanded form of equa-
tion (lOha) is
_a = {LII + LI2 [I + (AabR22AbaL22) + (AabR22AbaL22)2 + ...][AabR22AbaL21 ]}
{fa- Za_a } + {[L12(I + (AabR22AbaL22) + (AabR22_aL22)2 + "'']
[AabR21]} {f_- Z_ _} (112)
This equation for transverse vibrations has a form similar to that for
the successive wave expansion for the longitudinal-vibraLion problem [eq (h2)].
Thus, equation (112) is a matrix generalization (for the Bernoulli-Euler
equation) of the successive wave expansion for the wave equation. A word of
caution is due here; the Bernoulli-Euler propagation operators have no pure-
delay effect, and the equation (112) cannot be strictly interpreted as a
successive wave expansion. For any t > O, the response of every term of the
series will be nonzero. The expansion may prove useful for commutations in
both the time and frequency domain for situations in which the series converge.
Inasmuch as the Bernoulli-Euler propagation operators only approximate the
Timoshenko-beam propagation operators (which do have a pure-delay effect),
truncating the series might be expected to result in an approximation of the
physical behavior of a beam, even when not permitted by the mathematics of the
Bernoulli-Euler solution.
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Another situation in which the propagation operator has no pure-delay
effect is the one-dimensional diffusion equation. In this case, series expan-
-T/ s
sions in the propagation operator e and the diffusion reflection coeffi-
cients have the form
-2 TZ"T"s's 2 2 -4 T/_s
i + rayb e + rayb e + ...
Weber (ref lh) describes such a series for a transmis ion line with
distributed capacitance and resistance but negligible inductance, and he warns
against its interpretation as a successive wave expansion.
The following paragraphs show that the early part of transient response
is indeed similar to that predicted from the first term of equation (112).
Transverse load disturbances.- The problem of regulating or holdin_
constant the transverse velocities (Y and e) of a beam subjected to trans-
verse loading (M,Q) at the ends is now considered in terms of the Bernoulli-
Euler propagation operators and reflection matrices.
Restrictions: Results ere restricted to uniform beams with active or
passive dampers that fit the terminal constraints of equations (102a and b).
This means that all damping forces and moments are a function only of the motion
at the terminals where they are applied. _4oreover, the force and moment
disturbances are assumed to be applied at the terminals only.
These are severe restrictions, yet a tail-controlled flexible vehicle, with
sensors mounted near the tail, subjected to a gust disturbance near the nose,
is not too far removed from this situation. Some terms in equations (102a and b)
are more applicable to this situation than others. Lateral for_e disturbances
seem more likely than moment disturbances, for instance. Also, the terms
G. and imply devices that can apply damping moments A practical scheme
Y G_
to apply independent damping moments and forces might be conceived, if the
benefits were great. The "K_" and the "K_ + K." terminations are choseny
because the former corresponds to the conventional anNular-rate feedback, and
the latter is the closest possible approximation to the "Z " termination
o
with G_ and G_ set equal to zero. J
The "Z " termination is also treated, implementation problems not-
• o
withstanding, for several reasons: (1) because it was shown to null the reflec-
tion matrix, it has particularly simple relations and represents a limit case:
(2) for the insight it might afford; and (3) for technological spin-off value,
e.g., application to damping of transverse vibration in other systems. Moment
disturbances are also treated for the latter two reasons.
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Somewhat arbitrary but specific beam parameters, rather than nondimensional
variables, were selected for study. _le dimensions and parameters chosen are
,, presented in table II. The chosen beam weighs 56 Ib; the first mode frequency
is 32 rad/sec; and the value of EI/a is 41.5 (in./lb)/(in./sec).
Simulation and computation: System behavior was studied both in the
time domain, by an analog simulation, and frequency domain.
Analog simulation of the terminal relations requires analog models of the
operators _s and i/_s. This was achieved by operational amplifiers with
lattice-network feedbacks. Theoretically, the rational algebraic driving-point
impedances of the feedbacks fit the function i/_s within approximately
+ 0.5 ab and + 2° over the frequency range iO < _ < i000 rad/sec. The method
of simulating 7s, and i/fs, and the affect of the low-frequency asymptotic
order of tbese approximations are described in Appendix A. The frequency-
domain studies utilized, in place of i//_s, the rational algebraic approximation
2 3
S S S S
1 Z + 28 (1-"0_)+ 70 (1--'0"_)+ 28 (1--'6'_)+ (1--0"6")
--={
s s 2 s 3 s _ } (n3)
lO [8 (T65.)+ 56 (1-6.5-)+ 56 (i--65-) + 8 (i-5.5.)]
This allowed the use of standard frequency-response programs. This function
approximates i/_s within the tolerances mentioned.
Analog simulation of the beam in terms of propagation operators and end-
effects matrices involves approximation of the transcendental functions of
7s ratios of polynomials in s (perhaps by lattice networks as operational
_iplifier feedbacks). Effective approximations for the Bernoulli-Euler operator
have not yet been found.
Thus, the free-free beam was simulated in terms of the first five normal
modes (see table I). The normal-mode rational algebraic approximations to the
admittance operators were chosen for the frequency-response calculations to
permit the use of standard frequency response programs and to ensure that the
frequency responses of the beam used in these calculations were consistent with
those of the analog simulation of the beam. The latter had to be in terms of
the normal modes. Although not required for stability, a dampin_ ratio of 0.02
was added to the normal-mode transfer functions in the frequency-response
calculations to keep the magnitudes of the bending resonances finite and of
reasonable value for plotting. The normal-mode damping ratios in the analog
simulations were set as close to zero as possible.
Although the factorization of the beam transfer function was not used in
simulation of the beam, it served to identify the role of operators _s and
i/_s in beam dynamics and led to an investigation of their use as control
functions. The method of simulating the beam dynamics is irrelevant (as lon_
as it is correct) in the comparison of various control schemes.
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TABLE II
SPECIFIC BEAM PARAMETERS
Physical Characteristics
Length (£) ..................... 200 in.
2
Cross-section Area (A) ............... 1.0 in.
Young's modulus (E) ................ 30x106 ib2
in.
-3 lb-sec 2
Density (0) .................... 0.725xi0 4
in.
Derived Parameters
4
Area moment of inertia (I) ............. 0.0796 in.
2
/EI/(pA) 57 5x10 3
in.
a "_ • • o . • • • • • • • • • • • • • o • • .
sec
in-lb
EI/a ........................ 41.5 _x /c,I:n'se--V
Rigid-Body and Bending-Mode Data
MODE m M 0(0) 0(£) _'(0) 0'(£)
-1 0 0.227 2.0 -2.0 -0.0200 -0.0200
0 O 0.145 1.0 1 0 0
i 32 0.145 2.0 2.0 -0.0464 0.0464
2 89 0.145 _ 2.0 -2.0 -0.0778 -0.0778
3 174 0.145 2.0 2.0 -0.ii0 0.ii0
4 288 0.145 2.0 -2.0 -0.141 -0.141
5 433 0.145 2.0 2.0 -0.173 0.173
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bFrequency response: l,rnencontrols are only at b (Z = O) and disturbances
a
k
only at a, figure 19 can be reduced to the block diagram shown in figure 22.
x fb
a _ _ Terminal
. _--- Control
f*a
Y_ab fb
_ Yba ----- yA _ _ _ _ _
f =f* _ _Va a
Figure 22. Beam with control at b only (Z = O) and disturbance at a only
(q- 0). a
The frequency response can be computed from the relations
)-lXa = [Yaa + Yah (I - ZbYbb ZbYba] f*a (llha)
Xb- [(I- YbbZb)-iYba ] f* (llhb)a
The four frequency responses determined from equation (llhb) are shown
in figures 23a,b,c, and d. They are computed from rational algebraic functions
of s for the elements, of Zb' Yaa' etc. For figures 23b and d, which are
the responses of Yb and eb to Qa' the following four terminations were
studied:
Case A "free" termination
Case B "K_" termination (K_ = EI/a)
Case C "_. + K." termination (K_ = K. = EI/a)
-e y y
Case D "Zo" termination (K_ = K.y= % = G.y= EI/a)
I
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Table I shows that, for cases A, B, C, and D, the number of nulled
elements of the reflection matrix is I, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. The
supposition that damping effectiveness would increase with the m_ber of hulled
elements is not fully supported by the results shown in figures 23b and 23d.
The "K_ + K."y termination is most effective, as measured by the dB reduction
from the case of no control, which is easily visualized for each termination.
The frequency band of approximately i0 to i00 rad/sec is probably the most im-
portant. The response at lower frequencies can most likely be shaped by design
of the low-frequency part of the _s approximations. The high-frequency part
cannot be shaped by the designer because of actuator bandwidth limitations;
moreover, the energy spectrum of plausible loads generally drops off rapidly
at high frequencies.
Figures 23a and 23c, show the responses of Yb and 8b to Ma; only
cases B and D were studied. Here, again, the "Z " termination is
o
slightly more effective than the "K@" termination. Thus, in these special
circumstances, terminations of the type C and D appear a few dB more
effective than conventional angular-rate damping.
For the "Zo" termination, the reflection matrix R22 is, of course,
zero. In this case, equation (lOhb) can be reduced to
= e _/Z__s (i15)
eb a cos T_s -(cos T_s + sin T_s)] Qa
which is identical to equation (71) for the semi-infinite beam for the special
case of x = £. Because no reflections exist, this indeed must be the case.
Equation (115) describes and figure 24 shows the exact frequency response
for the "Z " case. The behavior can be visualized from the frequency re-o
sponse of the Bernoulli-Euler propagation operators (see fig 13). In particu-
lar, operators C(Ts) and S(Ts) are both of magnitude 0.5, and 90 ° out of
phase at high frequency. Thus, at high frequency, Yb/Ma and e/Qa should
be 3 dB below their dc gain. The other two terms of equation (i15),
and 8b/Ma, should be 6 dB below their low-frequency as_nptotes.
Comparison of the results in figure 23 with these exact results shows that
the rational algebraic approximations to Zb' Ybb' and Yba introduce a
significant ripple in the frequency responses.
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Transient response: These four cases were also studied by analog simula-
tion described earlier. Steo disturbances of M and Qa were a_plied, and
\
the resultant motions at both ends of the beam were recorded.
The motions at end a and end b are shown in figures 25 a, b, c, and d
and in figures 26 a, b, c, and d, respectively• In the responses, the "Z "O
termination generally seems to minimize the maximum excursions of .V and
from zero best, if the responses after, say, t - 0•20 are ignored. The
response for large t is considered irrelevant, because a position control loop
could be used to null the dc error component•
The damping forces and moments applied to the beam by the Z termination
o
were also recorded for steps of Ma and Qa to determine the force magnitude
and frequency requirements of an active damper in such a situation. Results
are shown in figure 27; note that quantity £Q, rather than Q, is plotted•
In terms of the quantities £Q and M, results are independent of £.
In general, the force must be given by Zoa xb. Thus, from equations
(n5) and(102b),
--Mb_ EI EI _ C(Ts) S(Ts) _ C(Ts) Ma|_ mm _ _ ema a s s
a I(116)i-- E-Y ,
i EI E_! C(Ts) -[C(Ts) QaI
_J a a a a
If the matrix product in equation (116) is formed, the steady-state
relation can be found by evaluating the limit as s + 0. This result can be
written
F,_[ i i Ma
llm , . (117)
s'°IL%, Q
L_
This is simply a statement of static equilibrium for the beam. The
simulation results do satisfy this equilibrium check• Morever, all transient
peaks are less than 1.0 with the exception of _Qb/Ma, which is less than 6•0•
Thus, the "Z " termination appears to require transient control effort of the
o
same order of magnitude as that for equilibrium.
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Figure 25d.- Effect of terminal impedance Zb on the response of
to a i0 Ib step of Qaa
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Figure 26a.- Effect of terminal impedance Zb on the response
of _Yb to a I000 in-lb step of Ma
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Figure 26b.- Effect of terminal impedance gb on the
response of Yb to a i0 Ib step of Qa
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Figure 26c.- Effect of terminal impedance Zb on the response@
of 0b to a i000 in-lb step of Ma
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Figure 26d.- Effect of terminal impedance Zb on the
response of Ob to a I0 ib step of Qa
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Lateral and an_ular velocity control.- The problem of tracking lateral and
angular velocity commands is now treated. When commands and control are
restricted to terminal b, as shown in figure 22, the frequency response can
be computed from the Zb, and the admittance elements, by the relations
Xa = [Yab (I - ZbYbb )-I Zb] _ (l18a)
_b = [(I - YbbZb )-I YbbZb ] _ (l18b)
Because R22 = 0 for the "Zo" termination, the response can also be
simply computed in terms of the propagation operators. Using equations (104a
and b) and.setting Za - 0 and Zb - Zoa yield
i
lyal le- T_s (i- sin _ /_ e- T_s sin T_s Y_
i- J . (llga)
boa _a e-_S sinT/_s' e-T/_s (cos T_s • sin T/_s) _O_
?L -_"F _ ,_[ _] _ (i - sin 24_-_ ,-_ /_ (cos 24 y_= -- -- + e-2 T_s| - sin 2_)!
1 2s 1 _ 1 2s _ 1 , I
L J - sin 2T_s) + sin 2T_S) J _(iZgb
The stead_ states of equations (llga and b) are
E:1E:1I- .l1:_ " _..o - L e._J (120a)
v
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Equation (120b) indicates that end b has no tracking error in the steady
state. Equation (120a) relates the rigid-body motion of the two ends. The
equations (l19a and b) are useful in determinin_ the differences between the
exact solutions and those determined from equations (l18a and b), using rational
algebraic approximations for Yab' Ybb' and Zb.
Transient response: The responses to steps _ and e_ were studied
by analog simulation. The first syster studied was the "Z " control, i.e.,o
Zb = Zoa; it did not track commands. This contradicts the behavior predicted
by equations (120a and b). The difficulty wa_ traced to the low frequency of
the analog approximations to fs and i/_s, which were first used in the
simulation. This was corrected and is treated in Appendix A. The "Z " con-o
trol then responded to c_mands, as shown in figures 28a and b. These responses
are disappointingly slow, considering that the period of the first bending mode
is approximately 0.2 sec. Later, a command of _ alone was observed to
to pure translation, whereas a command of _ alone corresponds tocorrespond
rotation about the point b. These motions are clearly unnatural for the beam
that rotates about its center of gravity when stimulated by a moment Mb and
about the center of percussion (station x = _/S) when stimulated by a force Qb"
, This difficulty was circumvented by using simultaneous commands to e_
and _ with a ratio corresponding to rotation about the center of percussion,
• which is two-thirds the beam length from b. The simultaneous commands were
constrained by the relation:
The response to these simultaneous or dual commands is vastly superior to
the response to single commands. The step responses at ends a and b are
shown in figure 29. Also sho_n is the response of the first term of equation
(llgb); this term can be thought of, loosely, as the response caused by the in-@
itial impact. The early part of the Yb and eb transients agrees quite well
with this high-frequency approximation, considerin_ that the analog simulation
uses rational algebraic approximations for both Ybb and Zb. The second term
of equation (llgb) can be loosely considered the wave reflected fr_ end a
(the e"2_Ts factor is due to the wave's round trip through two e"
operators). Because R22 = 0, no wave is reflected fr_ end b. If this loose
thinki._gis carried one stage further, and the trigonometric terms of the second
matrix of equation (llgb) are replaced by their low-frequency equivalents, the
' following approximation results:
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+ e-2 TVr_s (122)
! 1
Comparison of this relation to that between vb and v_ for ton%Jtudinai
control is interesting. In the latter [setting zb = Yo and r22 = 0 in
equation _,44)], vb = (1/2 + 1/2 e-2Ts) v_. The similarity is striking, r;A_hough
admittedly contrived by suppression of the cos T_s and sin T_s terms.
The constraint between the dual commands was varied somewhat from the ratio
2_/3. The step responses appear to degrade, if the ratio is much greater than
2£/3 or much less than _./2. Frequency-response sensitivity to the dual-
command ratiu was also studied and is discussed subsequently.
The "K_" and "K_ + K " terminations were also simulated. Dual step
.Y
commands with _ = (2_/3) e_ were used for the "K_ + K_" control. For the .
"K_" contro., the _ command is irrelevant, because both G} and K_ are
• zero. The responses at ends a and b for the "K_ + K." and "K_" termi-Y
nations are shown in figures 30 and Bl, respectively. The performance of the
• "K_ + K_" termination is clearly inferior to t_lat of the "Zo" termination.
If fast ri.qetime wi h little overshoot is a goal, the "K_" control is certainly
the best, but not overwhelmingly so. Study of the sensitivity of the "K_"
control to variations in the _ain K_ from its matched value of El/a indicates \
that K_ = El/a is a practical optimum. The degrading effects of increasing or
decreasing K_ significantly from this value are also shown in figure 31.
Thus, the "E_" control, whose reflection matrix is the iaentlfy matrix,
appears highly desirable; that the value K_ = El/a, suggested fro= the re- "
flection matrix concept, is indeed an optimum is considered significant. Note
that the rigid-body transfer function for this optimized "K_" control is
• 8{ (z2s)
a_
t
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When K_ = hl.5, the rigid-body real root is -8.6 rad/sec. This compares
with the first bending mode frequency of 32 rad/sec. Why the "Z " control isO
not superior to the "K_" control is at present unexplained. One source of
difficulty may be the way commands are put into the control loop. For the "Z "O
simultaneous commands constrained to the ratio @_ = (2£/3) e_control, gave
eb response which is superior to that achieved with only a 0_ command (com-
pare figures 28 a and b with 29). A further modification which might be inves-
tigated is a prefilter in the command structure. The configuration shown in
figure 32 may have merit.
(-)
gbb Z e_0
Figure 32. "Z " Matrix Control with pre-filter.0
It uses K/Fs in the #_ channel to cancel the _ term in the first matrix
of equation (llgb); this would eliminate the initial sDike in the eb response
shown in figure 29. Preliminary studies of this prefilter scheme were made in
the frequency domain.
Frequency response: The frequency responses of eb/e_ were comDuted for
the "K_" K." "Z "
, "K_ + Y , and the o controls, using dual commands with
_ = (2£/3) e_. The responses, computed from equation (l18b), usin_ ratlonal
algebraic approximations to Yb_ and 7_o, are shown in figure 33. _ne low-
frequency tracking ability of all three systems is good. The "K_" control is
clearly superior through the important range i0 < _ < i00 rad/sec and, parti-
cularly, at the first bending frequency of 32 rad_sec--
84
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Figure3B. Effectofab on gb(j_)/8_(j_)
The "Z " matrix control with the prefilter is shown in figure 32, and its -
o
. frequency response is compared with that of the "K_" control in figure 3h.
5 \
0
.C_2.'k-
"'_ _____ ,, \"
l----"Zo"control'_7-- I "/%
-_1-.-,h,,cont,o__ .--..!l'"
• _.-I"-'_ Ü˜ Control'_.I
-20
i 2 i0 20 I00 200 w, rad/Sec i000
Figure 3h. Effect of pre-filter on _b(J_)/e_(J_)Q for
"Z " control.
o
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a2 b2
5///////// ,// /
I "' J"
Figure 35. Two uniform beams in cascade
Although the bending resonance previously exhibfted by the "Z " control isO
eliminated as predicted, the oscillation of gain is still much greater than
that for the "K_" control. The prefilt_r investigated could not correct these
deficiencies. This, of course, does not rule out the possibility that some
other prefilter configuration, combined with the "Z " matrix control or theo
"K_ + K." control, might respond to commands better than the "K_" control.Y
In fact, this is highly likely in view of the slightly superior performance of
these schemes for disturbance alleviation.
Transverse vibration of nonuniform beams.- The application of propagatio,.
and reflection concepts to the dynamics and control of uniform beams leaves
many questions open. Nevertheless, a composite beam comprised of two uniform
beams in cascade was studied to glean an insight into possible applications of
these concepts to nonuniform beams. The subscrivts i and 2 denote the left
and right beams shown in figure 35.
The factored transmission relations for the two uniform sections can be
mated, as shown in figure 36. Here, end-effects matrices are distinguished as
impedance (subscript z) and admittance (subscript y), because the interface
must have an admittance on one side to mate with an impedance on the other.
Figure _. clearly shows that the matrix relation must be of the form
J
 +
V2a Vlb
J21 J22
+u2a Ulb
- (124)
qb
Jll J12
v2a V2b
The J matrix will be called the interface matrix. To determine the
elements of the J matrix, note that
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Ulb = W_ "I Ylb (125a)
k
Y2a = W_ Uea (125b)
where W_ and W_ are the W* matrices for beams i and 2, and Ylb and
Y2a are the Y state vectors at stations ib and 2a, and, where
- - + + T
Ulb = [Ulb , Vlb , Vlb , Ulb] (126a)
- - + + T
= u2a] (126b )U2a [u2a , V2a , V2a ,
\
Because Ylb = Yla' e_uations (125a and b) give
Ulb--[w_-1w_]u2a (127)
For the trivial case, where the beams are identical, equation (127) is
merely Ulb = U2a; this means that J21 = J12 = I and Jll = J22 = O, and
the variables are transmitted in both directions without reflection, as they,
of course, must be in this case. _f the matrix product in equation (127) is
formed, the general result is
3
u[_ 2%1%13 k21-k213 2-k21-_213k21-_21 u_
Ik21k21 B k21+2k212+k213 k21-k213 k21-2k21+k21 v2a
3 k21_2k212+k213 _ k21+2k212+k213 _ +Ulb_ __k21-k21 k21-k21- _ u2 t
(128)
where
'IIIO2A2
--" (129)
K21 _ E212PlAI
$
/,
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The trivial case, where beams i and 2 are identical, checks in equation
(128) also. The elements of the matrix in equation (128) are independent of s,
even in the general case. For any part,icular (numerical) case, converting
equation (127) into the interface matrix form of equation (124) is simple.
A treatment of the enormous number of ways to generalize the uniform-beam
relations with these concepts is beyond the scope of this report. The fact
that the interface matrix is composed of real numbers is considered promising
for future work in nonuniform beams.
J
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
Specific Conclusions
The following specific conclusions can be drawn from the investigations
• of Distributed System Concepts in Dynamic Analysis and Control of Bending
Vibrations:
i. The solution of the Bernoulli-Euler equation for transverse bendin_
_
vibration of a thin semi-infinite beam shows that e cos T_ and e
sin T_s are propagation operators, and the matrix of input admittances of a
semi-infinite beam (characteristic-admittance matrix) contains the fractional
derivative a_d integral operators fs and i/_s.
2. A matrix transformation (U = W-I Y), carrying the local state vector
Y to a vector of characteristic variables (U), permits factorization of the
solution to the Bernoulli-Euler equation for uniform-thin-beam bending into
three constituent matrices that represent (i) the left-side end-effects;
(2) left-to-right and right-to-lef_c propa_ation, which is dia_.onalized in the
partitioned sense; and (3) right-side end-effects. The end-effects matrices
depend only upon the boundary conditions, cross-section geometr_, and local
properties of the beam. They contain only the operations found in the
characteristic-impedance matrix. The propagation matrices contain only the
propagation operators. This matrix factorization has the same structure as
• that for the solution to the wave equation, which is factored into end-effects
matrices and scalar-delay operators that describe the wave propagation.
3. For terminal dampers and controls, which can be represented as im-
pedance matrices, the end-effects m,_trices can be derived from those for the
Pree-free beam and the terminating-impedance matrices, by simple matrix algebra.
The propagation matrices are not involved in this computation.
h. The matrix relation (reflection matrix) between the incident and
reflected U variables is identically zero, when the terminal-impedance and
characteristic-impedance matrices are equal. If the elements of the terminal-
impedance and the characteristic-impedance matrices, have the same functional
form, then the reflection matrix contains only real numbers. Some elements of
the reflection matrix are nulled by terminal-impedance matrices, which are o
simpler and more practical to implement than characteristic-impedance matrices.
5. The response of the cohtrolled system to load disturbances or commands
can be expanded in powers of the reflection and propagation matrices. This is
a generalization of the sucessive-wave expansion in powers of the reflection
coefficient and the wave delay.e
6. Conventional angular rate damping or control (in which lateral restor-
ing force is proportional to angular-'rate error) is optimized when the gain
equals the (lateral force)/(angular rate) term of the characteristic-impedance
matrix. For this value of gain, the reflection matrix is reduced to the identity _"
matrix.
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7. The matrices describing reflection and refraction of _he U variables
at the interface between two cascaded uniform beams have only real _lements.\
Remarks
No specific conclusions are drawn concerning use of fractional-derivative
_nd fractional-integral operators in the impedance matrix for damping or
control. Although such terms can change the reflection matrix and, in fact,
make it zero, the results of analog simulation and frequency-response calcula-
tions both for load disturbances and con_nand inputs are inconclusive and
emphasize the need i'ora more comprehensive understanding of the Bernoulli-
Euler reflection matrix.
.::- 92
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APPENDIX A
THE FRACTIONAL-DERIVATIVE OPERATOR _s AND
THE FNACTIONAL-INTEGRAL OPERATOR 1/_s
Analog Simulation
Approximate analog simulation of the operators /ss and i/_s ha_ been
treated by Carlson and HaliJak (ref 37); they show that good approximations
can be achieved by an operational amplifier with a lattice-network feedback
having a driving-point impedance which approximates I/_s. The configurations
for i/_s and _s are shown in figures 37a and b, respectively.
\
O _ ....
Figure 37a. _alog Approx. Figure 37b. Analog Approx.
for fractional integral 1//_s for fr_ctional d_rivative Fs
These networks approximate the required function quite well over a broad range
of frequency with R, C, short-circuit, or 6pen-circuit terminatAon of the
feedback lattice. The asymptotic form for low frequencies toes depend upon
the termination, however. For example, if the approximation for 1/_s is
• terminated in a capacitor, as shown in figure S8, then the low-frequency ap-
proximation is a gain.
93
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I I
Figure 38. Lattice for i/_s terminated
with a capacitor.
The circuits originally set up in the analog simulation of the "Z "
o
control had the low-frequency, asymptotic forms shown in the block diagram of
figure 39.
Figure 39. Low frequency approx, for original "Z "
control simulation, o
Here, the symbols F, G, a, _, y, e, and ¢ are assumed to be arbitrary
positive const.mts, and the rigld-body approximation to Ybb is used. The
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steady-state in Yb and 6b did not go to zero as predicted by theerrors
exact relations for the "Z " control (eq 120b). The transfer function foro
the system in figure 39 is
m m _ m _ m
= (AI)
e_ - 8b (8Os + ac) (i + 8@)s2 + rFs) B_
[s2(l+ a)+ bs + c]
where
a = Be ; b = (aF+ 60)
(A2)
c = (ye + B_ye + _F6G - yFBG - 6_e)
The first-row numerator elements contain constant terms that cause steady-
state errors in Yb for step inputs in _ and 8_. Analysis also showed
that an algebraic loop results from multiplying @s by B/s. If the approxi-
mation for _s is changed so that its low-frequency asymptotic form is a gain
_, rather than a derivative _s, the transfer function becomes
- - - ' (A3)
[S3 + as2 + bs + c]
where
a= (_ + I_¢+ _G)
b " (Me + aF6G - yFBG) (Ah)
c = (y¢8_ - 6_a¢)
Now, none of the numerator elements contains a constant term. Thus, the
' steady-state errors have the correct behavior. One way to make the approxi-
mation for /_ behave as a gain for low frequency is to connect a resistor
across the input capacitor, as shown in figure 40. The RC time constant
chosen for operational-amplifier input impedance was 0.4 sec. Thus, break
frequency for this network is less than 10% of the flrst-mode frequency.
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R
o
O O
Figure hO.- Input resistor used to
correct low frequency
behavior of _s approx.
\
The analog model was changed 0 and the errors in Yb and 8b properly
returned to zero in response to the steps of y_ and 8_.
Rational Algebraic Approximations
For the lattice network shown in figure 41at the driving point impedance
can be shown to be
Z_0 = (,Ts + 28 (_s + ( + + 1
Cs [8 (Ts)3 + 56 (Ts)2 + 56 Ts + I]
For the special case R = 1 ohm, and C = 1 farad, the frequency response
is shown in figure 41b. The exact frequency response of I/_s has a phase of
45° , and the gain is a straight line passing through 0 dB at _ = I with a
slope of -i0 dB/decade. The figure clearly shows that the function Z40(s)
fits within + 0.5 dB and + 2° over the range 0.i < _ < i0 rad/sec. For
T # i, it fits i/_s to the same accuracy over a frequency range centered at
_T = i.
The analog-simulation networks finally used are shown in figures 42a and
c. The driving-point impedances are
R [iO (Ts)h + 120 (Ts)3 + 25 (,s)2 + 120 Ts + i0] (A6)
Zts = [(Ts)5 + h5 (*s)h + 210 (_s)3 + 210 (Ts)2 + 45 Ts + I]
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= [ii (xs)5 + 165 (xs)h + h62 (Ts)3 + 330 (_s)2 + 55 _s + I]
ZSc Cs [(Ts)5 + 55 (Ts)h + 330 (Ts)3 + h62 (Ts)2 + 165 Ts + ii] (AT)
The frequency responses of Z5s and Z5c are shown in figures h2b and
d for the cases R = 106 ohms, T = 1.0 and R = 106 ohms, T = 0.i; they
clearly show how T shifts the range of fit, and how the termination affects
the behavior outside the range of fit.
I00
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